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One of the most difficult decisions to make when choosing a ATV snow

plow is what style and type to get. There are a variety of models and

sizes out there and the choice can initially be confusing. Let's go

over some of the key facts that will help you make the right decision.

Firstly, consider the width of you ATV. You need to know the

measurements of your vehicle from outside tire to tire. A 60" snowplow

will clear a path of 53" when angled all the way to the left or right

and a 50" plow will clear a path of 44.5".

You need to be sure that your tires are running in a clear path when

the plow is fully turned in either direction. Most ATV's will run in a

clear path when moving forward but will move out of that path when the

plow is turned. Having the controlled ability to turn is crucial and

it is totally dependent on your tires running in a clear path.

Your next consideration is your vehicle's power. Most machines under

450cc generally go with a 50" plow blade. A 450cc or under machine

will generally not have enough weight over the front wheels to turn

with a larger blade full of snow.

If your machine is over 450cc then you will be able to handle the 60"

blade. Although many people prefer the 50" no matter what the power of

their ATV, as long as the machines width stays within the plows

limits.

Your final decision is the curvature and radius of the blade. A blade

with a smaller radius and more curve is better suited for driveways

and moderate depths of snow. These will safely deposit the snow

immediately to the side of the plow and keep your property protected.

Consider a tapered blade. These designs are perfect for large areas of

snow in open spaces. The tapered design will roll the snow as it gains

velocity. It will come to the edge of the blade and been thrown out at

a greater distance. The faster the speed of your ATV, the further the

snow will be thrown, although it is recommended that you stay at a

safe speed for the safety of you and others.

This information should help you gain a better understanding of what

to look for in a ATV snow plow blade. Every ATV owner has their own

concept of what makes a perfect snow plow, but remember your main

concern is your safety and the safety of others.
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